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About This Game

Meet a new minimalistic puzzle in which you have to hit the balls in the basket and complete the level. You can draw tracks to
help the balls and also erase them. There are several obstacles and very vulnerable birds, wind gusts and waterfalls, black holes

and teleports.

- Minimalistic
- Cute (maybe not)

- 18 levels
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silent tweets. tweets go silent. silent witness tweets. silent tweets steam. silent tweets game. silent hill tweets

I love this game!

Obviously there's tons of tributes to Conan, mainly the 80s Governator movie. One thing by the end boss was really awesome!

Still there's more to it than that. Lots of other fantasy influences, most will recognize the thief and riding beast from Golden
Axe. I imagine the sorcerers who appear later in the game are a tip of the helmet to Tar'hai wizards from the "Airtight Garage".

The game is brutal, punishing and at the same time fun and exhilerating. It's perfectly designed levels, tons of playback such as
finding all the diamonds, and has the control it demands. Only two levels as I write this - found another incredible Golden Axe
tribute part way through, a hidden area.

This game is SOOOO worth the money and I hope they make more levels, but well worth it for one, certainly two. The
beginning mini-game "Against the Horde" is feature enough for some casual gaming fun!. I really like these musics!
The musics have their essence that makes them wonderful!
I really loved Stijn's work on this soundtrack, and he seems to be a kind of a magician of the musics...
Some of them really gave me a good memory of my life!
. The game is very sloppy and in it's current state is a sad excuse for a Video Game. It consists of multiple spelling mistakes,
including "Brining" instead of "Bringing." The worst part is The Westport Independent might be considered finished. There are
many bugs and exploits, and one can easily lose the game. The employees, contrary to how the description claims, aren't very
"reactional." This game was nothing as described or expected. It runs terribly, and there is a very randomized and low-quality
system for both Popularity and Suspision.

[IMAGES, POSSIBLE SPOILERS.]
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886065516
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886068289
http://steamcommunity.com/id/cookiesvscakes_YAE/screenshot/355024085886070401
[SPOILERS OVER]

Don't get the game, get it when it's properly completed, if ever.

~coolbloxxie, CEO of Ace Logging Co.™. This isn't EA. This is a kickstarter. There's no game here ATM, only a concept albeit
a good one.

You start out on a carrier. You can have up to 18 other B-25's in your formation, although from what I can see, none of them
shoot at enemy aircraft. After taking off you're instantly swarmed by enemy fighters... I guess they come in waves of 12, one
after another after another. They're all designated as A6Ms, although to me it looks like there's A6Ms and some kind of
floatplane out there. Maybe not... the floatplanes might have been other B-25's which had been shot down and were missing tails
or other parts. It's hard to tell because you never see any aircraft except as a silhouette, and if you're playing as a tail gunner, the
sun is constantly in your eyes.

There are so many enemy fighters coming at you at once that attempting to play in real time is hopeless. I just held down shift
the entire time I played, which slows things down to around .3.

There's a command you can issue called, "Request Escort". But if I ever received an escort, I couldn't tell.

Anyway, you've got 5 different guns you can man, a nose gun, 2 waist guns, a mid upper turret and the tail guns.

I tried the mid upper turret first. IMO it moves too slowly for the game. The turret movement speed might be somewhat
historically accurate, but IRL you weren't taking on 6 or 7 enemy fighters at the same time, with no notifications as to which
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direction they were coming from unless you were looking right at them. You simply can't rotate quickly enough to engage more
than one or two enemy planes at a time or scan the entire sky, as the game moves too fast.

I tried the rear guns next. This was better and I shot down some planes there, although the bullets seemed to fire well high of
where the sight was actually aiming. The problem with the rear guns is that your aircraft is always flying with its tail to the sun.
In addition, it is getting hit constantly by enemy fire, and whenever it gets hit, your screen is completely darkened by smoke and
sparks. As such, it is nearly impossible to see enemy aircraft which approach you directly from the rear, and nearly impossible
to see any enemy aircraft anywhere when your own aircraft is taking damage.

I could, possibly, see this game being OK in 6 months if the dev keeps up with it. Reduce the amount of enemy planes coming at
you to a somewhat realistic level. Give the player some sense of where they are on the mission. Have friendly aircraft fire at
enemies. I mean, the idea is alright. But no, not yet. Not even close.

I'll also add that the game gave me a CTD every time the mission ended, as well as half of the time I selected a menu button
other than 'start'. About 5 crashes in 20 minutes of play which doesn't get it done even in EA.

Check in on this in 6 months. Right now there is absolutely nothing here.. Exactly what it says on the tin: the VR Museum of
Fine Art. It's also the best "educational" VR experience I've encounted, by far. You wander through several rooms with various
real-world artifacts, sculptures, and paintings. Informative plaques come into view as you approach various objects.

Technically, there is zero lag and no wonky controls. Movement is quick and fluid. Graphically, everything is very well-defined
and sharp. There's no visual stuttering or nausea-inducing low FPS that plague certain other educational apps. The text
throughout the museum is clear and readable.

A job well done. I definitely look forward to seeing this expand over time.. Very nice and relaxing game. i think this game is
just amazeing been playing it for forever even threw all glitchs and all alpha matters it just keeps getting better couldnt ask for a
more amazeing game threw and threw

THANK YOU
day break
FOR BOTH MAPS
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It's fun to have an interactive program to use with Plex, I've been full on the Plex train for a while... Plus the making it easy to
get youtube vids to VR is pretty nice! Definitely looking forward to the 360 video support and curious to see what the "So much
more..." will be.

I'd recommend this because it's a unique experience and it makes for a cool thing to show off!

. What the heck is this? No, seriously. It tries to be a Mario\/Sonic\/Late 90's pick-up-a-thons with
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier platforming mechanics and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier level design. Not
to mention the achievements are...the same? Same name, same icon...but one is unlockable fairly easily but the other is a hidden
achievement. What? So for the 5 mins or so I played it, I suppose you're supposed to control this...thing, which looks like a flask
or something, and collect thingies around the map. These give you points. Oh, and you can open up a spawn menu and spawn a
whole bunch of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to supposedly help you around the level. Feels like an assignment for a
game development student due to be passed up next week and done the week before. Something that I would so totally do, if I
were one. Get it for the stickers and achievement I guess. Or to clog up your library with cheap games.. Only real complaints are
a few incidences of bugginess when it came to some of the army members that emerge to combat you, but the creator knows
how to make fun gameplay. The climbey system with king kaiju concept works fantastically, the sense of scale and the
mechanics are fun, and the dialogue from the scientist character and individual\u200b humans is cheesy but definitely adds a
little personality to the experience. Maybe with a little more style or a coat of paint, it would be perfect, but it feels good as is
right now.. Excellent game! Very fun and challenging. Extremely rewarding!. If you were looking for a true remastered game,
this isn't it. The ending is different, there is an extra character, and a lot of the gameplay more closely resembles the newer
games of the series as opposed to the classic ones. It's okay, I still prefer the original SCK but it's nice to not have to change
disks. I would recommend a play, but only if you've played the original one first.. \u0443\u0401\u0431\u0435\u0440
\u0433\u0435\u0439\u043c 10\/10, \u043a\u0441 \u043d\u0435\u0440\u0432\u043d\u043e \u0441\u043e\u0441\u0451\u0442
\u0432 \u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u043a\u0435

u\u0401ber game 10\/10, much better than csgo. some racing mods too stupid and generally game is too hard, but nice fun for a
while. Had only played it for a bit, and got bored of it very quickly, that after the first time I logged out of it from playing, I
never wanted to play it again. It was cute and all, and the idea isn't bad, but just with games from AriaGames are it's more of a
babysitting type of game, you want to go and do your quest? You just press on the quest itself and your character goes to do it.
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